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A SIMPLE APPROACH TO SETTING REASONABLE ROYALTIES FOR STANDARD-ESSENTIAL PATENTS

Mark A. Lemley† & Carl Shapiro††

ABSTRACT

A Standard Setting Organization (“SSO”) typically requires its members to license any standard-essential patents on fair, reasonable, and non-discriminatory (“FRAND”) terms. Unfortunately, numerous high-stakes disputes have recently broken out over just what these “FRAND commitments” mean and how and where to enforce them. We propose a simple, practical set of rules regarding patents that SSOs can adopt to achieve the goals of FRAND commitments far more efficiently with far less litigation. Under our proposed approach, if a standard-essential patent owner and an implementer of the standard cannot agree on licensing terms, the standard-essential patent owner is obligated to enter into binding baseball-style (or “final offer”) arbitration with any willing licensee to determine the royalty rate. This obligation may be conditioned on the implementer making a reciprocal FRAND commitment for any standard-essential patents it owns that read on the same standard. If the implementer is unwilling to enter into binding arbitration, the standard-essential patent owner’s FRAND commitment not to go to court to enforce its standard-essential patents against that party is discharged. We explain how our proposed FRAND regime would work in practice. Many of the disputes currently arising around FRAND commitments become moot under our approach.
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Voluntary standard-setting organizations enable industry participants to meet and establish technical standards. These standards can greatly facilitate competition and innovation.¹ For example, the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”) has established Ethernet and Wi-Fi standards.² However, complications arise when implementing a standard requires practicing certain patents. Patents covering technology necessary to comply with a standard are “standard-essential patents.”

The vast majority of standard-setting organizations (“SSOs”) require their members to commit to license any standard-essential patents on fair,
reasonable, and non-discriminatory (“FRAND”) terms. These FRAND commitments serve two primary goals: (1) to promote the standard by assuring companies implementing the standard that they will not be blocked from bringing their products to market or held up so long as they are willing to pay reasonable royalties for any standard-essential patents, and (2) to provide reasonable rewards to those who have invested in research and development to develop the technology used by the standard.

FRAND commitments have taken on increasing importance in recent years as courts have been called upon to decide what they mean, and as the Federal Trade Commission has brought antitrust actions to enforce those commitments. This litigation is largely a function of ambiguities and

3. A recent survey of SSO patent policies can be found in RUDI BEKKERS & ANDREW UPDEGROVE, A STUDY OF IPR POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF A REPRESENTATIVE GROUP OF STANDARDS SETTING ORGANIZATIONS WORLDWIDE (2012), http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/step/IPManagement/PGA_072197, which is part of a project by the National Academies of Science. See Patent Challenges for Standard-Setting in the Global Economy: Lessons from Information and Communications Technology, NATIONAL ACADEMIES, http://nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=18510 (last visited Nov. 3, 2013). Earlier surveys of SSO patent policies can be found in Mark A. Lemley, Intellectual Property Rights and Standard-Setting Organizations, 38 RAND J. ECON. 905 (2007). For a recent survey of licensing disclosure policies, see Jorge Contreras, Technical Standards and Ex Ante Disclosure: Results and Analysis of an Empirical Study, 53 JURIMETRICS 163 (2013). We do not discuss in this paper SSOs that merely require disclosure of patents but do not require licensing of those patents. That was more common at the time of Lemley’s 2002 paper, but disclosure-only policies have fallen into disfavor, in part because of abuse of those policies by companies like Rambus. See id. at 166 n.9, 180; Lemley, SSOs, supra.


omissions in the FRAND system used by most SSOs. The effectiveness of the FRAND commitment has been undermined by these ambiguities and omissions, especially for standards in the information technology sector.

In this Article, we propose best practices for SSOs in implementing the FRAND commitment. Under our proposal, owners of standard-essential patents agree to license their portfolio of standard-essential patents on FRAND terms, with the portfolio royalty rate determined through binding arbitration if necessary. SSOs adopting our proposal will more effectively achieve the twin goals of FRAND commitments noted, supra: freedom to implement the standard along with reasonable returns to inventors who contribute patented technology to the standard. Our approach is flexible: SSOs can adopt our basic structure with variations designed to fit their individual needs and circumstances. Indeed, patentees can choose to abide by the arbitration commitment even if the SSO does not compel it.

Substantively, our proposal is designed to steer bilateral, ex post negotiations towards royalty rates that reflect the outcome of ex ante technology competition. Our proposal achieves this (a) by protecting implementers from the threat that they will face an injunction or exclusion order, but (b) only for implementers who agree to pay a reasonable royalty rate, as determined through binding arbitration if necessary. Procedurally, our proposals are designed to be as simple, unambiguous, and transparent as possible.

The key to our approach is to bind patentees to engage in arbitration over the reasonable royalty with any willing licensee, rather than litigating the patents in court. We favor baseball-style arbitration, under which each party submits its final offer to the arbitrator, who then must pick one of those two offers. Under our proposal, a patentee who makes a FRAND commitment promises to forego court enforcement of its standard-essential patents in favor of arbitration over the royalty rate with any implementer of the standard willing to engage in such arbitration.

If SSOs follow our proposal for resolving FRAND disputes, many of the issues that have occupied the courts will become moot, at least for future

---

7. We refer to negotiations that take place before the standard is adopted as ex ante negotiations. Negotiations that take place after the standard has been implemented are referred to as ex post negotiations. Actual ex ante negotiations are often difficult or infeasible, in part because not all of the parties with an interest in deploying a standard belong to the SSO. Nothing in our proposal discourages or prevents negotiations at an early stage.

8. For other proposals to have a neutral fact-finder determine a FRAND royalty rate, see Kai-Uwe Kuhn, Fiona Scott Morton & Howard Shelanski, Standard Setting Organizations Can Help Solve the Standard Essential Patents Licensing Problem, 3 COMPETITION POL’Y INT’L ANTITRUST CHRON. (SPECIAL ISSUE) 1, 4–5 (Mar. 2013).
standards. Under a FRAND regime of the sort we propose, there is no need for the SSO to be substantively involved in deciding what is reasonable, no need to decide whether one party or another breached a contract so long as they participated in the arbitration, no need to decide whether a patent holder’s offer was actually a FRAND offer, no need to worry about which jurisdiction is litigating the issue, and no need for antitrust law to intervene so long as the parties are abiding by their FRAND commitments.

We recognize that the vast majority of patent litigation does not involve standard-essential patents.\textsuperscript{9} SSO FRAND policies must be understood in the context of the broader operation of the patent system. Making FRAND commitments clear and enforceable may reduce the leverage of standard-essential patent owners in negotiations with implementers who own patents that are not standard-essential. Our hope is that the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office will continue to improve patent quality and reduce patent pendency, and the courts will continue to make improvements in the general treatment of patent remedies, so that owners of FRAND-encumbered patents are not unfairly disadvantaged in comparison with owners of patents that are not standard-essential. We do not regard broader problems with the patent system as a reason to preserve a poorly functioning set of SSO patent rules.

In Part I, we address the issues that must be resolved to give effect to a FRAND commitment, and we propose a set of best practices for resolving those issues.\textsuperscript{10} In Part II, we consider a number of questions that frequently arise in standard-essential patent FRAND litigation that by and large become moot under our proposed FRAND regime.

\section{I. PROPOSED APPROACH TO FRAND COMMITMENTS}

We describe and explain here our proposed approach to FRAND commitments. SSO best practice begins with an explicit articulation in the SSO’s intellectual property ("IP") rules of the twin goals of the FRAND regime: freedom to implement the standard along with reasonable returns to inventors who contribute patented technology to the standard.\textsuperscript{11} Those

\textsuperscript{9} Timothy Simcoe et al., \textit{Competing on Standards? Entrepreneurship, Intellectual Property, and Platform Technologies}, 18 J. ECON. & MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 775, 787 (identifying a total of 949 standard-essential patents litigated over a period of many years; for comparison, there were over 5000 patent suits filed in 2012 alone).

\textsuperscript{10} For an argument encouraging the adoption of best practices by SSOs, see Michael A. Lindsay, \textit{Safeguarding the Standards: Standards Organizations, Patent Hold-up, and Other Forms of Capture}, 57 ANTITRUST BULL. 17, 30–31 (2012).

\textsuperscript{11} Looking at a large number of SSOs, Bekkers and Updegrove noted:
reasonable returns reflect the ex ante value of the patented technology, not the additional ex post value resulting from the standardization itself. As one of us wrote fifteen years ago, “Reasonable should mean the royalties that the patent holder could obtain in open, up-front competition with other technologies, not the royalties that the patent holder can extract once other participants are effectively locked in to use technology covered by the patent.”\(^\text{12}\) As we discuss below, this interpretation of “reasonable royalties” comports with patent law and is now widely accepted by economists and policy makers.

A. **Basic Structure of the FRAND Regime**

Patent owners have the right to exclude others from practicing their technology (subject to the limits of equity, which will not always grant injunctions),\(^\text{13}\) or to trade that right for valuable consideration. SSO FRAND rules are designed to get parties to pre-commit to license their essential patents on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, preventing later efforts to disrupt the technology or hold up users of the standard for supra-competitive royalties.\(^\text{14}\) Put another way, the FRAND commitment is at its base an agreement not to exercise the full scope of the patentee's rights in exchange for having its technology adopted as an industry standard, likely resulting in increased licensing opportunities.

For that commitment to be effective, it must be a legally binding obligation. A “FRAND commitment” that is nothing more than a promise to

---


later license to a party only if the patentee feels like it—the position some patentees have taken—is not a commitment at all. Rather, to work properly, the FRAND commitment must itself be an undertaking by the patentee to limit its rights, and SSOs should make it clear that they regard it as one. Our preferred approach is that the FRAND commitment be treated as an enforceable license agreement with reasonable terms to be determined in the future, though if SSOs impose the arbitration system we propose, that approach is not strictly necessary.

We propose that the FRAND commitment be defined as follows. An SSO participant who makes a FRAND commitment is obliged to make a “FRAND offer” to any interested party who agrees to reciprocate. A “FRAND offer” means a purely monetary offer to license the SSO participant’s entire portfolio of standard-essential patents on reasonable and non-discriminatory terms for the purpose of making, using, or selling products that comply with the standard. Crucially, the SSO participant promises that, if it cannot come to terms with another party implementing the standard, the question of the proper FRAND royalty rate will be subject to binding, baseball-style (or “final offer”) arbitration. SSO best practices include specifying a reputable arbitration association with established, unbiased rules for the conduct of the proceeding. The patentee’s agreement to binding arbitration precludes it from going to court to enforce its standard-essential patents against implementers of the standard, except in very limited circumstances that we detail infra.

The obligation to make a FRAND offer does not prevent the standard-essential patent owner from entering into an alternative licensing arrangement, such as a portfolio cross license, with an implementer of the standard. It will often make sense for private parties to enter into a deal that reflects their specific circumstances. To help facilitate these deals while giving effect to the non-discrimination prong of FRAND, SSO best practices should include a mechanism by which the owner of standard-essential patents is obligated to disclose to any willing licensee the terms on which it has already licensed its standard-essential patents to other parties, subject to a suitable mechanism to protect the owner’s confidential non-price business information.

The FRAND commitment in no way prevents or discourages private licensing agreements, and indeed we think they will be the norm. Rather,

16. See infra Section I.B.2.
17. One complication comes from the “non-discriminatory” prong of the FRAND commitment. A patent owner making a FRAND commitment is obliged to offer similar
the FRAND commitment provides a fallback position (what economists call a threat point) should those negotiations fail. All of the nuances discussed \textit{infra} come into play only if the owner of a patent subject to a FRAND commitment and an implementer are unable to reach an agreement giving the implementer the patent licensing rights necessary to produce products that comply with the standard. And no government actor is compelling this fallback position; it is a voluntary commitment between patent owners and the SSO, for the benefit of future implementers of the standard.\textsuperscript{18}

\section*{B. What Happens When Negotiations Fail?}

Under our proposal, if a standard-essential patent owner and an implementer of the standard cannot agree on license terms, the patent owner is obligated to enter into binding arbitration to determine the FRAND royalty rate for its entire portfolio of standard-essential patents, so long as the implementer makes a reciprocal FRAND commitment for patents reading on the standard in question.\textsuperscript{19} We denote an implementer who agrees to reciprocity and binding arbitration as a “willing licensee.” If a standard-essential patent owner offers to enter into binding arbitration and the implementer refuses to make a reciprocal commitment or to submit to arbitration, the patent owner’s FRAND commitment not to go to court to enforce its standard-essential patents against that party has been discharged.

\subsection*{1. Injunctions}

As a best practice, SSOs should explicitly state in their IP policies that a patent holder making a FRAND commitment has given up its right to seek terms to similarly situated parties. However, that does not mean that everyone must always pay the same price. Different types of buyers may reasonably be treated differently, and buyers who bring their own value to the table in the form of other patents to trade should generally expect to pay less than those who do not. For discussion of cross licenses and their implicit valuation of patents, see Mark A. Lemley & A. Douglas Melamed, \textit{Missing the Forest for the Trolls}, 113 \textit{Colum. L. Rev.} (forthcoming 2013), \textit{available at} http://ssrn.com/abstract=2269087.

\textsuperscript{18} For this reason, whatever concerns have been expressed over Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) enforcement actions about the First Amendment right to petition the courts do not apply here. See, e.g., Statement of Commissioner Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Statement of the Federal Trade Commission, Robert Bosch GmbH, No. 121-0081 (F.T.C. 2013), \textit{available at} http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/1210081/121126boschohlhausenstatement.pdf (articulating the First Amendment argument). An arbitration agreement is not state action limiting a patentee’s right to sue, only a private agreement that does not raise constitutional issues.

\textsuperscript{19} While we want to encourage negotiation, patents have a limited life, and “willing” licensees should not be able to drag unproductive negotiations out forever. We suggest that either party can give the other a sixty-day notice of intent to seek binding arbitration; failing to participate in the arbitration triggers the remedies we discuss, \textit{infra}. 
an injunction against any willing licensee for infringement of any of its standard-essential patents. The commitment to binding arbitration aligns well with that approach. The matter of the FRAND royalty rate will be litigated in front of a private decision maker who does not have the power to issue an injunction. The FRAND commitment is also not consistent with seeking an exclusion order at the International Trade Commission ("ITC"), which is an injunction by another name. Making binding arbitration the exclusive remedy will preclude resort to the ITC in an effort to end-run the FRAND commitment, something scholars, the PTO, and antitrust agencies have urged in recent years.20

Explicitly ruling out injunctions will tend to steer bilateral negotiations towards a reasonable royalty rate. A key principle of bargaining theory is that the threat points of the two parties, along with their bargaining skills (which determine how their combined gains from reaching a deal are split), govern the outcome of bilateral negotiations.21 So long as the arbitration procedure itself is unbiased, bargaining in the shadow of binding arbitration will tend to lead to reasonable rates. Introducing injunctions would drive negotiated royalty rates away from reasonable rates to artificially high ones reflecting the threat of holdup.22


21. See Lemley & Shapiro, supra note 14, at 1995–98 (providing an example of a bargaining model).

22. Chien & Lemley, supra note 20, at 8; Joseph Farrell et al., Standard Setting, Patents, and Hold-Up, 74 ANTITRUST L.J. 603, 616 (2007); Lemley & Shapiro, supra note 14; Doug Lichtman, Understanding the RAND Commitment, 47 HOU. L. REV. 1023, 1033 (2010); Carl Shapiro, Injunctions, Hold-Up, and Patent Royalties, 12 AM. LAW & ECON. REV. 280 (2010). Ratliff and Rubinfeld find otherwise, but that's because they assume in their model that an injunction will only be granted after a FRAND rate has been finally set by a court and an implementer refuses to pay it. James Ratliff & Daniel L. Rubinfeld, The Use and Threat of Injunctions in the RAND Context, 9 J. COMPETITION L. & ECON. 1, 13, 21–22. That's not the
The standard-essential patent owner may seek an injunction against an unwilling licensee, as we discuss, infra. However, the court may well not grant an injunction. The court may well conclude that an SSO participant who has made a FRAND commitment has already declared that royalties are sufficient to compensate it for infringement by compliant products, so that the SSO participant will suffer no irreparable harm from infringement of its standard-essential patents.\textsuperscript{23}

2. Procedure

We suggest that SSOs specify that disputes over what is FRAND be resolved through binding arbitration, “baseball-style.”\textsuperscript{24} In baseball-style arbitration, the parties produce evidence and argument before the arbitrator, and then they each propose a royalty number. The arbitrator must pick one of the two numbers offered and cannot come up with her own number. Using baseball-style arbitration logically drives the parties towards making reasonable proposals, because the party that asks for too much (or offers too little) risks losing the case altogether.\textsuperscript{25} FRAND disputes are well suited to baseball-style arbitration, because the only thing at issue is which of two numbers in fact represents the more reasonable royalty.\textsuperscript{26} We provide more details on how to determine that royalty in Section I.B.3, infra.
Baseball-style arbitration has a number of other advantages. The arbitrator does not need to decide whether any given patent is valid and infringed. Nor does she need to decide whether a particular patent is essential except in unusual circumstances. Both of those things may be contested, and the evidence on each question will likely influence the reasonableness of the competing royalty proposals. But unlike a court that might have to rule on any number of subsidiary factual issues, the only thing the arbitrator needs to do is pick the better of two proposed royalty rates.

Under SSO best practices, any arbitration decision will be disclosed to willing licensees. This disclosure is justified by the non-discrimination provision; it is hard to know whether a royalty unfairly favors one party unless we also know what other parties had to pay. Disclosure to willing licensees has other advantages: it will encourage implementers to submit to arbitration, reduce the need for duplicative arbitrations, avoid giving one party an informational advantage if they have already been involved in an arbitration, and help build a record of what constitutes FRAND royalty rates that may encourage subsequent parties to resolve their disputes themselves. In any given arbitration, the standard-essential patent owner and the licensee may well prefer to keep the arbitration outcome secret. For the reasons just given, such secrecy would undermine the effectiveness of the FRAND regime. And in any event, courts are not likely to permit it, at least when a

which they choose. If one party argues for a lump sum and the other for a running royalty, the arbitrator is choosing between apples and oranges. That makes the arbitrator’s job harder, but by no means impossible; she simply must decide which approach better reflects what hypothetical negotiators would have chosen in that particular instance. If necessary, she can specify the royalty structure (e.g., lump sum vs. running royalties, or the royalty base to be used) to facilitate an apples-to-apples comparison of the rates proposed by the two parties. Beyond this, we do not think the arbitrator needs to or should resolve disputes over other non-price license terms. A FRAND license is by definition neither temporally limited nor limited to producing a set number of products; it provides terms that apply whenever the licensee makes products implementing the standard during the term of the patents. So there is no need for an arbitrator to decide on non-price terms like duration or output limits; there are no such terms. We can imagine parties wanting to include other limits in a license, and of course they are free to do so if they agree. But the FRAND obligation doesn’t compel any such terms, so the arbitrator should not have to resolve them.

27. We can imagine a situation in which the parties to an arbitration dispute whether a particular patent is within the definition of an “essential” patent, and therefore whether the award will include a license to that patent. In that circumstance, it would be best if the arbitrator specified whether the patent in question is “essential” to minimize future litigation over whether or not certain patents have been licensed under the arbitration award.

28. Willing licensees also should have access to the terms on which these same standard-essential patents have been licensed to others, subject to suitable protections of confidential business information.
party to a subsequent dispute can show that the information is potentially relevant. 29

Finally, like any arbitration, opportunities for appeal will be limited under this approach. Generally, parties to an arbitration can appeal only in cases of legal error or some procedural deficiency. 30

3. Reasonable Royalties

The concept of a “reasonable royalty” is the heart of the patentee’s right under the FRAND commitment, and it is the one thing the arbitrator will be called upon to decide. SSOs may differ in how they prefer to implement the FRAND concept. In an ideal world, SSOs would offer detailed guidance on what constitutes a reasonable royalty for a portfolio of standard-essential patents, whether or not they adopt all of the principles we favor. But they rarely do so. 31 In the absence of particularized guidance from an SSO, we offer a set of principles regarding the “reasonable royalty” concept that we believe should have widespread support.

Our starting point is the concept of reasonable royalties from U.S. patent law. The courts are very familiar with this concept, which they calculate in most patent damages cases. 32 That is not to say they always do it perfectly; far

29. See, e.g., In re MSTG, Inc., 675 F.3d 1337, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2012).

30. Hall St. Assocs. LLC v. Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576 (2008) (enumerating limited grounds for appeal of arbitration award). There is some risk that if the patentee gets to choose the arbitration service, it will choose one known to be biased in its favor. But while courts are generally deferential to arbitral decisions, they have proven willing to intervene to reject arbitration agreements that are procedurally unfair. See, e.g., Wheeler v. Noteworld LLC, No. 11-35984, 506 F. App’x. 543 (9th Cir. 2013) (affirming conclusion that abusive provisions in arbitration agreement were unconscionable).

31. See Lemley, SSOs, supra note 3 at 1913–14.

from it. But we focus here on issues specific to the FRAND regime, not the more general challenge of determining reasonable royalty rates.

Under patent law, a reasonable royalty normally is based on a hypothetical, arms-length negotiation between a willing buyer and a willing seller that takes place at the time the infringement begins. For standard-essential patents, a reasonable royalty should be based on a hypothetical, arms-length negotiation that takes place at the time the SSO is setting the standard. For parties making a FRAND commitment during the standard-setting process, the reasonable price is the price they would negotiate at that point, not a price that differs for each implementer depending on the happenstance of when that party begins implementing the standard. SSO
best practice includes explicitly noting the timing and context for the hypothetical ex ante negotiation underlying the reasonable royalties concept.

The hypothetical negotiation needs to take place under conditions where the alternative specifications have been identified, so that the parties are well informed about the best potential non-infringing alternatives to the proposed standard. In some cases, the best ex ante technological alternatives would have required some development effort by SSO participants, and could not simply have been taken off the shelf. The key idea here is that a reasonable royalty should reflect what would happen as a result of well-informed ex ante technology competition. The incremental value of the patented technology over and above the next-best alternative serves as an upper bound to the reasonable royalties. To this end, SSO best practice includes maintaining records, such as minutes from SSO meetings, that will inform subsequent negotiators and arbitrators of the ex ante technical alternatives that were feasible or considered, along with their pros and cons.

By construction, the reasonable royalty rate does not include the value attaching to the creation and adoption of the standard itself. To allow patentees to capture that value, which flows from the collective adoption decisions of the group rather than from the underlying value of the technology chosen, would undermine the goals of the FRAND commitment.

37. The hypothetical ex ante negotiation is not intended to reflect what an actual ex ante negotiation would have looked like. For starters, SSO participants were unlikely to have known what patents covered what specifications. But reasonable royalty calculations have always assumed a counterfactual world. The point is not to reconstruct what the parties actually did; obviously they did not agree on a price ex ante, or there would be no dispute. Rather, the point of the hypothetical negotiation rule in patent damages is to determine what hypothetical reasonable parties might have done, had they had all the facts, including knowledge of non-infringing alternatives. See, e.g., Grain Processing Corp. v. Am. Maize- Prods. Co., 185 F.3d 1341, 1350–53 (Fed. Cir. 1999). The FRAND royalty concept is no different in this respect.


39. For this reason, the hypothetical bilateral negotiation can, if necessary, involve some communication, but not explicit coordination, among SSO members who are implementers to avoid an outcome in which the patent holder uses a “divide and conquer” strategy to support royalty terms and an associated equilibrium technology adoption outcome that is inferior to another equilibrium for a blocking coalition of implementers. See generally Ilya Segal & Michael D. Whinston, Robust Predictions for Bilateral Contracting with Externatilities, 71 ECONOMETRICA 757 (2003) (studying bilateral contracting between one principal and some number of agents where each agent’s utility depends on the principal’s unobservable trades with other agents). For an analysis of how independent, bilateral negotiations, along with the non-discrimination prong of FRAND, can deter patent holdup,
The hypothetical negotiation over the FRAND commitment is a bilateral negotiation between the patent holder and one implementer. That doesn’t mean other implementers are irrelevant. Deals with those parties may be evidence of a reasonable price, and certainly constitute relevant evidence in the arbitration. Plus, deals with other parties may be binding due to the non-discrimination commitment.\textsuperscript{40} But the hypothetical ex ante negotiation is not one in which all the buyers act collectively to reduce prices.\textsuperscript{41} It is one in which patentees negotiate with individual licensees just as they would in any other circumstance, subject to the constraint that they have pre-committed not to discriminate.\textsuperscript{42} The commitment to license to all comers makes the auction approach proposed by some\textsuperscript{43} inappropriate.

Royalty stacking arises when implementers must pay royalties to multiple patent owners, so those royalties cumulate or “stack” on top of each other from the perspective of the implementer.\textsuperscript{44} To address the problem of royalty stacking, the hypothetical negotiation needs to reflect the presence of patents held by others that read on the same product. A real-world negotiation would not consider in a vacuum one party’s standard-essential patent portfolio, or even the standard-essential patents associated with one of many standards being implemented in a given product. The price any implementer would be willing to pay for a given standard-essential patent portfolio depends on the other royalty payments they will be asked to make to bring their product to market. For that reason, the hypothetical negotiation needs to reflect and account for reasonable royalties for standard-essential patents held by others,


\textsuperscript{40} We do not discuss the non-discrimination commitment in detail here. For other work considering it, see, for example, Lemley, \textit{supra} note 3, at 1913–14; \textit{Intellectual Property and Standard-Setting}, in \textit{ABA Handbook on the Antitrust Aspects of Standards Setting} 95 (2d ed. 2011); Gilbert, \textit{supra} note 39.

\textsuperscript{41} On the risk of buyers’ cartel inherent in SSO IP policies, see 2 \textit{Herbert Hovenkamp et al., IP and Antitrust} § 36.6b (2010); see also Carl Shapiro, \textit{Setting Compatibility Standards: Cooperation or Collusion?}, in \textit{Expanding the Bounds of Intellectual Property} 81 (2001).

\textsuperscript{42} For example, a patentee who makes or sells compliant products cannot charge a higher royalty to an implementer against whom the patentee competes directly than to another party who sells very distinct compliant products.


\textsuperscript{44} See, e.g., Lemley & Shapiro, \textit{supra} note 14, at 1993.
just as a reasonable royalty in patent damages, properly understood, must include the concept of apportionment of the value of a product among multiple contributors to that value. 45 This is part of what is intended by the “well-informed” aspect of the hypothetical ex ante negotiations.

SSO best practices should include an instruction to the arbitrator to consider all patents declared essential to the standard in question, not just the portfolio of standard-essential patents submitted to arbitration. The economics literature demonstrates that when multiple essential inputs are priced independently, collective overpricing tends to result, due to the “Cournot complements” problem. 46 This overpricing, which appears in practice in the form of royalty stacking, reduces the collective returns to standard-essential patent owners and to implementers. 47 To avoid this mutually undesirable outcome, SSO best practices should acknowledge the problem of royalty stacking, empower the arbitrator to account for royalty stacking, and provide the arbitrator with the best possible information to do so. 48 Arbitrators (and courts) can gain insight from the commercial arrangements companies have employed to deal with royalty stacking, notably in the context of patent pools or other mechanisms involving the aggregation of essential patents. 49 An arbitrator does not have the luxury of resolving all standard-essential patent disputes together, at least absent some

45. See, e.g., Landers, Let the Games Begin, supra note 33, at 354–62; Love, Patentee Overcompensation, supra note 33, at 268–69; Patterson, Leveraging Information About Patents, supra note 14, at 503–13.

46. The “Cournot complements” problem arises when multiple necessary inputs are supplied by separate firms, each with market power. In Cournot’s original example, one firm had a monopoly over copper and another had a monopoly over zinc, two inputs essential for making brass. ANTOINE AUGUSTIN COURNOT, RESEARCHES INTO THE MATHEMATICAL PRINCIPLES OF THE THEORY OF WEALTH 99–116 (Nathaniel T. Bacon trans., Augustus M. Kelley Publishers 1971) (1838). For discussion in the context of patents, see Lemley & Shapiro, supra note 14, at 2013–17; Carl Shapiro, Navigating the Patent Thicket: Cross Licenses, Patent Pools, and Standard Setting, 1 INNOVATION POLICY & ECON. 119, 122–24 (2000).

47. A lower aggregate royalty rate would lead to more sales of the final product, raising the profits of the patent holders and the implementers. See Shapiro, supra note 14, at 2013–17.

48. Royalty stacking applies to all of the patents reading on a given product, not just the standard-essential patents associated with the standard at issue. Therefore, in principle, the reasonable aggregate royalty rate for all standard-essential patents reading on a given standard should depend on the entire set of patents reading on the product. SSOs may want to point this out, as part of providing guidance to the arbitrator. However, it may be difficult in practice for the arbitrator to learn about and account for patents other than standard-essential patents associated with the standard at issue. The arbitrator may find it more workable to maintain a focus on the ex ante incremental value of the standard-essential patents at issue.

mechanism in the SSO rules to handle all standard-essential patent disputes on the same patent in the same arbitration proceeding. 50 But the arbitrator can and should take evidence on the existence of other standard-essential patent portfolios the licensee would have to pay; that evidence bears on the royalty rate. 51

We close this Section by noting two significant respects in which a FRAND royalty arbitration is different than a patent damages case. First, in a FRAND royalty arbitration, there is no need to determine the reasonable royalty on a patent-by-patent basis. Indeed, doing so would be exceedingly difficult and costly for large patent portfolios. The FRAND concept involves a reasonable rate for a party’s entire portfolio of standard-essential patents. 52 Establishing a FRAND rate for an entire standard-essential patent portfolio is simpler than—and matches more closely to—real-world licensing practices in the information technology sector, where implementers commonly negotiate portfolio licenses that give them freedom to operate. 53

Second, unlike the “reasonable royalty” concept used to calculate damages in patent infringement cases, the hypothetical negotiation for FRAND purposes does not assume that any particular patent, much less the entire standard-essential patent portfolio, is valid and infringed. 54 Unlike a patent infringement case, the reasonable royalty for a portfolio is a function of the probability that the patents in that portfolio are actually valid and infringed. 55 Reasonable royalties will logically be lower for patents that are more likely to be found invalid or not infringed. That certainly does not

50. Some have suggested such a “pseudo-pool.” See Contreras, supra note 5, at 26–33.
52. There are some advantages to establishing a FRAND rate for a portfolio of standard-essential patents equal to the sum of the reasonable royalty rates for all of the individual standard-essential patents in that portfolio. Under this “neutrality principle,” patent holders have no incentive to split up their portfolios, or combine them, to increase the overall FRAND royalty rate. However, the neutrality principle does not generally follow from the hypothetical, ex ante negotiation construct. Nor does it mean in practice that one needs to compute the FRAND rate for each patent.
54. For this reason, we cannot simply apply the reasonable royalty standards used in patent law, as some have suggested. See Anne Layne-Farrar, A. Jorge Padilla & Richard Schmalensee, Pricing Patents for Licensing in Standard-Setting Organizations: Making Sense of FRAND Commitments, 74 ANTITRUST L.J. 671, 679–82 (2007).
55. A patent is inherently a probabilistic right. See Mark A. Lemley & Carl Shapiro, Probabilistic Patents, 19 J. ECON. PERSP. 75 (2005) (discussing the economics of probabilistic patents).
mean that the parties are required to litigate validity and infringement on a patent-by-patent basis, and we very much doubt they will want to do that for the entire portfolio. But the significance and strength of the portfolio is key to determining a reasonable price for that portfolio.

When arbitration is invoked, we expect that both parties will often present evidence on validity because it may affect the royalty awarded.\(^{56}\) This is entirely appropriate and desirable, just as parties negotiating a patent license typically spar over validity and infringement. The arbitrator should account for the likelihood of validity and infringement, along with the significance, of the patents at issue in deciding which of the two royalty rates proposed by the parties for a portfolio of standard-essential patents is more reasonable.

We don’t mean to suggest that determining the FRAND royalty for a portfolio of standard-essential patents is an easy matter. It isn’t. Indeed, we expect FRAND arbitration will often involve extensive discovery, given the range of information relevant to determining which of the two offers made is more reasonable. Nonetheless, the principles articulated here will make arbitration far more predictable than litigation, greatly increasing the efficiency and accuracy with which FRAND disputes are resolved.

C. THE BOUNDARIES OF THE FRAND ARBITRATION

There are some complications to the basic framework, though fewer than one might expect. Most center on determining the circumstances under which patent owners are able to enforce their standard-essential patents by means other than submitting them to binding arbitration for the determination of a FRAND royalty rate.

1. Unwilling Patentees and Unwilling Licensees

What happens if a standard-essential patent owner who has made a FRAND commitment with binding arbitration goes to court to enforce its standard-essential patents? The defendant in that proceeding would have the opportunity to argue that the patents asserted are essential to the standard and that the court should therefore compel arbitration, per the patentee’s commitment. Motions to compel arbitration are routinely granted in the United States.\(^{57}\) And they are considered at the outset of a case.\(^{58}\) So a patentee cannot simply opt out of a binding arbitral commitment.

\(^{56}\) If both parties stipulate that a given patent is essential, infringement of that patent may not be disputed.

\(^{57}\) The Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§ 1–16 (2012), declares a federal policy in favor of arbitration, Nitro-Lift Techs. v. Howard, 133 S. Ct. 500 (2012), and courts have
Implementers, by contrast, have made no such commitment. When a patentee makes an arbitration demand to a potential licensee, the licensee can either choose to participate in the process or refuse to do so. If the implementer participates in the process, it will be bound by the result. It can’t later decide it dislikes the result and refuse to pay. An arbitral award can be enforced in court. In addition, under our approach, if the patent holder can convince an authorized fact finder that the implementer is likely to evade paying the royalties or be unable to do so, the fact finder may require the implementer to make payments into escrow or post a suitable bond. If the implementer then fails to comply with this requirement, they are effectively refusing to participate in the process.

If the potential licensee refuses to participate in a royalty-setting arbitration as to a standard-essential patent, the patentee can sue that party in court for infringing that patent, seeking damages and injunctive relief. A commitment to license on reasonable terms is not a commitment to be whipsawed by a potential licensee. An implementer who agrees to participate only if it gets a result it likes 59 is no different than a patentee who agrees to license on reasonable terms only if it gets to decide what is reasonable. Neither party is acting in good faith. A patentee who makes a FRAND commitment is obligated to agree to reasonable licensing terms, but does not have to license to someone who will not make a similar commitment to accept reasonable terms set by the arbitrator.

2. Essential Versus Non-Essential Patents

The FRAND commitment applies to standard-essential patents. Under our proposal, a patentee who makes a FRAND commitment is free to litigate normally over other, non-essential patents in its portfolio. But what happens when the parties cannot agree whether a patent is essential?

For starters, SSOs can and should limit disputes over what is an “essential” patent by clearly defining that term. Based on our experience, we suggest that the SSOs define a patent to be essential if any product complying with the standard will infringe on that patent. Any narrower
definition would not prevent patentees from holding up implementers. However, some SSOs may conclude that a broader definition, capturing some notion of “commercially essential” rather than just “technically essential,” is superior for them.

One possible issue is over-declaring: patentees claiming patents are essential when they aren’t. As a general matter, we don’t see much risk in over-declaring given our approach. If a patentee declares patents essential, it commits itself to the arbitration procedure we have outlined. If the patent is not in fact truly essential, the patentee could have sued to enforce the patent in court and sought an injunction. The fact that the patentee voluntarily gives up those rights when it didn’t need to doesn’t create a problem for the rest of the world. We can imagine a patentee wanting to do this to pad its portfolio if the default or starting FRAND rate on a portfolio is proportional to the number of declared essential patents, but that can easily be solved by giving the other side the ability to argue that a particular patent isn’t worth much because it is easy to design around (so it isn’t essential). The arbitrator could determine whether a patent is truly essential, but we doubt she would have to in very many cases.

Another issue is under-declaring: trying to avoid a FRAND commitment on patents that truly are essential. This presents a more serious risk; a patent holder may seek to narrow, avoid, or evade its FRAND commitment by claiming that a given patent is not essential. A patentee that claims its patent is not essential presumably will not invoke the arbitration proceeding, but will instead sue in court or threaten litigation. If the SSO has made arbitration mandatory for essential patents, as we propose, a defendant in that lawsuit would have the opportunity to argue that the patent was in fact essential to the standard and therefore to compel arbitration. The court would have to determine whether the patent was in fact essential because it was technically necessary to comply with the standard. Similarly, if a patentee asserts a patent in court after binding arbitration is over and claims that the patent was not essential and therefore not part of the arbitration, the defendant could argue that the patent was essential and thus covered by the license.

We don’t see a good alternative to courts making these determinations. We will note, however, that the behavior of the parties themselves will sometimes offer evidence on this score. A patentee asserting that

---

60. Some SSOs require a listing of essential patents, but most do not, see Lemley, *SSOs, supra* note 3, and it is often impractical for a patentee to make that judgment as the standard is being set, since many patents will not yet have issued and their claims may change over time.
implementation of the standard itself infringes is necessarily arguing that the patent is essential to the standard.\textsuperscript{61} A patentee who successfully denies its patent is essential to the standard should have a hard time then persuading a court that a product infringes simply because it complies with that standard.\textsuperscript{62} Conversely, a defendant that successfully compels arbitration over a patent should not be permitted to deny in that arbitration that its compliant product infringes that patent.

One particular species of under-declaring has to do with patent applications and other yet-to-be-patented inventions. It seems clear that the FRAND obligation should extend not just to issued patents but to pending patents as well,\textsuperscript{63} and we urge SSOs to make that explicit.\textsuperscript{64} Inventors can keep patent applications pending in the PTO for years or even decades and can even seek additional new patents from old applications,\textsuperscript{65} and the PTO takes years to issue a patent.\textsuperscript{66} It would make little sense to limit a FRAND commitment only to those patents that happen to have issued by the time the standard is adopted. And while the scope of patent claims can certainly change during prosecution, so that we might not know at the outset whether a particular patent was essential to the standard, as noted, supra, we don’t need to know exactly which patents are essential to include them in the FRAND commitment.

We would apply the same analysis to an idea developed at the time a standard issues but not yet the subject of a patent application. For an invention to be essential to a technical standard, it presumably must have been made at the time that standard is adopted. With limited exceptions, an inventor with an idea essential to a technical standard must file an application within one year after adoption of the standard or lose rights to the invention under the statutory bars.\textsuperscript{67} Accordingly, we suggest that SSOs specify that the

\textsuperscript{61} Fujitsu Ltd. v. Netgear Inc., 620 F.3d 1321, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (allowing owner of a standard-essential patent to show infringement by showing the defendant complied with the standard).


\textsuperscript{63} See Lemley, supra note 3, at 1958 (making this argument).

\textsuperscript{64} Some already do so. See id. at 1904–11; Bekkers & Updegrove, supra note 3, at 44–45 (identifying SSOs that apply FRAND policies to patent applications).


\textsuperscript{67} The America Invents Act changed the definition of prior art, but if anything it shortened the grace period an inventor is allowed before filing. See 35 U.S.C. § 102 (2012).
FRAND commitment applies not only to existing patents and applications but also—at the very least—to those applications filed within one year after the SSO adopts the standard. 68

3. Reciprocity

A patentee that makes a FRAND commitment to an SSO covering a particular standard may reasonably expect that others with essential patents covering the same standard will make the same commitment. Under our proposal, therefore, a FRAND offer to a party that owns standard-essential patents can be made conditional on the would-be licensee itself making a reciprocal FRAND offer. By definition, that offer must cover the would-be licensee’s portfolio of standard-essential patents reading on the same standard.

When the would-be licensee is a member of the same SSO, as will often be the case since those with patents that read on a standard often participate in the SSO that sets that standard, we don’t need any special rule or mechanism to make this happen. Each party will have made the FRAND commitment, and each party is bound by their commitment. If one party tries to go back on that commitment, the other can simply move to compel arbitration, and that should be their remedy. There is no need for defensive suspension of the FRAND commitment in this circumstance.

By contrast, when a potential licensee also owns patents essential to the same standard but has not made a FRAND commitment to the SSO, the patentee can find itself in an unfair position: threatened with injunctive relief over the standard but unable to respond in kind. Thus, we think it makes sense to permit the patent owner to require reciprocity by other essential patent owners who did not participate in the SSO and thus did not themselves make a FRAND commitment. In this circumstance, defensive suspension helps protect SSO members from holdup by non-members and encourages participation in the FRAND commitment and perhaps the SSO itself.

Defensive suspension also helps resolve another thorny issue: SSO members who make a commitment to license their patents on FRAND terms and then later acquire different standard-essential patents from a third party who made no similar commitment. We suggest in Section I.C.4 that the

68. We favor applying the FRAND commitment to all future applications filed by the party making that commitment. However, for applications filed much later, the danger of the implementer gaming the system by claiming that a subsequent patent is a standard-essential patent may exceed the danger of the patentee gaming the system by obtaining a truly essential patent not subject to the FRAND commitment.
FRAND commitment should run with the patent; applying that position consistently would lead to the conclusion that the newly-acquired standard-essential patents are not subject to the FRAND commitment. While this might seem troubling, since it allows a patentee to make a FRAND commitment and later acquire standard-essential patents that avoid that commitment, the fact is that those standard-essential patents would not have been subject to that commitment in anyone else’s hands. The fact that the acquirer participated in the SSO shouldn’t change that result. In any event, if the FRAND commitment is subject to defensive suspension, acquiring patents becomes much less of an issue: a party that acquires and asserts non-FRAND-encumbered standard-essential patents can expect to be sued for injunctive relief and damages by a FRAND patentee invoking its defensive suspension rights.

Whether defensive suspension can extend beyond patents essential to the standard at issue is a harder question. If an implementer has a patent essential to a different standard that ends up in the same product, and that standard is not promulgated by an SSO that requires a FRAND commitment following our best practices, the patentee who has made a commitment will be at a disadvantage.69 And if the effect of such a provision was to encourage more reciprocal FRAND commitments the world would probably be a better place. On the other hand, extending defensive suspension too far would undo the benefits of the FRAND commitment. A patentee is not entitled to demand that no one assert any patents in any field against it as a condition of following through on its FRAND commitment.70 And it is at least as plausible that an overbroad defensive suspension clause would end up nullifying FRAND commitments as that it would induce reciprocal ones. While the issue is not free from doubt, we think that an offer made conditional on the would-be licensee licensing any patents other than standard-essential patents reading on the standard at issue is not a FRAND offer. This approach also has the benefit that it does not require affirmative

69. Thus, we sympathize with the plight of Google-Motorola, which was investigated for antitrust violations for suing to enforce its patents only in response to having its Android operating system challenged in patent suits by Apple and Microsoft. Motorola Mobility LLC, No. 121-0120, 2013 WL 124100 (F.T.C. Jan. 3, 2013). But the fact that Motorola made a FRAND commitment and Apple and Microsoft didn’t means the situations are not the same. See Thomas H. Chia, Note, Fighting the Smartphone Patent War with RAND-Encumbered Patents, 27 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 209 (2012).

action by each patentee. The SSO can simply provide that a FRAND commitment can be suspended as to any party that holds essential patents covering the same standard who is not willing to make the same commitment.  

4. Transfer of Standard-Essential Patents

The FRAND obligation should travel with the patent. The economic case for this is overwhelming. The very point of the commitment is to comfort implementers that they will not be held up by parties refusing to license patents essential to the standard. If a patentee can undo the FRAND commitment merely by selling its patents to someone who has not personally made that commitment, that comfort is illusory. Large technology companies have increasingly turned to “patent privateering” in an effort to raise money or to raise rivals’ costs, selling part of their portfolios to patent assertion entities to enforce those patents against others in the industry. Nokia has spun out patents to Mosaid to use against its rivals; Micron has sold thousands of patents to patent assertion entities, and so on.

Fortunately, this is a relatively easy problem for SSOs to solve with suitably crafted patent rules. These rules should prevent a patentee from avoiding or weakening its FRAND commitment merely by selling encumbered patents. Patent law has previously encountered the problem of people who try to sell the same right twice, and the general rule is that if you transfer all or part of a right to one party and record that transfer with the patent office, any subsequent buyer takes subject to that restriction even if
they didn’t know about it.76 Put another way, after recordation there is no bona fide purchaser for value doctrine in patent law.77 So the solution to the problem is easy if we think of a FRAND commitment as an executory license without a price term, rather than a mere promise to license in the future.78 But even if we don’t, the law can and should treat a binding commitment to license a patent to all comers as something that encumbers the patent itself, so that merely selling the patent cannot release the commitment.79 Just as a mendacious patentee can’t whitewash inequitable conduct by selling the patent to someone who didn’t lie to the patent office,80 a patentee that has promised that a patent will not be enforced by means of an injunction can’t wipe away that commitment by finding a buyer who didn’t make that promise. While we think patent or antitrust law would find their way to that result if need be,81 the SSO could help matters along by making clear that a patentee’s FRAND commitments bind not only itself but also its successors, and by keeping a record of the FRAND commitments it receives and making them available to willing licensees. Coupled with an accurate and up-to-date PTO database of patent assignments, it should be straightforward for a willing licensee to determine whether a patent is owned by a company that made a FRAND commitment.

Once we understand that a FRAND commitment travels with the patent, many of the complexities around transfer fall away. Patentees will have no incentive to sell off part of a FRAND-encumbered portfolio to privateers to evade their FRAND commitment. Legitimate transactions may leave

76. See 35 U.S.C. § 261 (2012). But see Board of Trustees of Leland Stanford Jr. Univ. v. Roche Molecular Sys., 131 S. Ct. 2188 (2011) (finding an exception to this rule). Stanford dealt with a situation in which the Court concluded there was no transfer of the right to the first acquirer because the contract with Stanford only promised to later assign patents, rather than actually operating to assign them. Id. at 2197. Treating a FRAND commitment as an executory license would solve this problem, though if SSOs take our approach it is not necessary.


78. For an argument that we should do just that, see Lemley, supra note 3, at 1914–16.

79. For an argument that this is permissible under the law of servitudes, see Jay Kesan, FRAND’s Forever: Standards, Patent Transfers and Licensing Commitments, IND. L.J. (forthcoming 2013), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2226533

80. See, e.g., 1st Media, LLC v. Elec. Arts, Inc., 694 F.3d 1367, 1369–72 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (considering inequitable conduct claim even though inventor accused of inequitable conduct was no longer the patent owner).

standard-essential patents in different hands, but there is no reason to think they will change the process we have described, supra, or the royalty rate the patents will command in an arbitration proceeding. A buyer may get a higher total royalty if it now owns more standard-essential patents, but the seller should get a correspondingly smaller royalty. And an implementer who has already paid for a license to a patent does not need to pay again for that patent just because it was sold, though of course the implementer may have to pay to license different patents from the buyer.

II. SIMPLIFYING THE FRAND DEBATES

Much of the time and effort that has been spent by courts and commentators in the FRAND debate seems misdirected. Many of the contested issues are sideshows that become moot under our proposals. Here are some important examples.

A. BREACH OF FRAND COMMITMENT

Parties have spent a great deal of time litigating the question of whether one or both sides have breached a FRAND commitment. Implementers argue that patentees’ offers to license are not really reasonable, and thus breach the patentees’ commitment to license on FRAND terms. Patentees argue that implementers are not negotiating in good faith and therefore are infringers rather than putative licensees working to figure out the right royalty payment. Courts are asked to resolve what constitutes a breach of the FRAND commitment. Doing so necessarily requires the court to make a substantive judgment regarding what is a reasonable royalty, and then a second judgment of whether one or both parties’ offers were reasonably close to a reasonable royalty. And it blurs the line between settlement

82. Disaggregating patent rights to try to artificially increase the total royalty is socially costly. See Lemley & Melamed, supra note 17, at 30 (discussing the ways disaggregation can increase the Cournot Complements problem, reducing the efficiency of patent licensing). Disaggregation to evade a FRAND commitment should be discouraged or prevented by SSO patent rules. This is one reason why it is desirable, in principle, that the reasonable royalty rate for a standard-essential patent portfolio equal the sum of the reasonable royalties for the individual patents in that portfolio, as noted, supra text accompanying note 52. If that “neutrality principle” applies, a patent owner has no incentive based on the FRAND regime to sell its portfolio to a third party or split up its portfolio.


84. See Microsoft, 864 F. Supp. 2d at 1036–39.
negotiations and litigation in ways that may give parties pause before entering into candid pre-litigation license negotiations.

Our response to this debate is simple: who cares? The fight over breach of the FRAND commitment occurs because implementers have claimed that a standard-essential patent holder has failed to make a FRAND offer, and thus is in breach and cannot seek an injunction, perhaps due to patent misuse. Patentees counter by saying the implementer acts in bad faith and so loses the benefit of the license. But if injunctions are generally off the table, this argument becomes moot. Under our proposal, if an implementer thinks an offer is not FRAND, the implementer can just say “no.” If the standard-essential patent holder does not want to budge, they go to arbitration to determine what is FRAND. There is no need to have a preliminary assessment of whether the offer was FRAND or close enough to FRAND.

Several other legal concerns also melt away under our proposal. If the parties have a mechanism in place to determine a reasonable royalty and bind the parties to that judgment, we no longer need to litigate whether the patentee’s commitment creates an implied license, promissory estoppel, or equitable estoppel, and whether it is intended to benefit third parties. Our approach also sweeps away all the discussion of whether an offer was “so unreasonable” as to constitute a breach of the FRAND commitment. This includes not only seeking “excessive royalties” but also “coercing” a license to non-standard-essential patents in exchange for standard-essential patents, or simply seeking an injunction. All this is moot. The only question courts need to ask is whether each party agreed to participate in the arbitration and be bound by the results. If so, it doesn’t matter how reasonable or unreasonable their negotiating position was.

B. DECLARATORY JUDGMENTS

Implementers sometimes seek declaratory judgments regarding what is FRAND or finding that an offer was not FRAND. This becomes unnecessary under our proposed regime. If you want a decision on what a FRAND royalty rate is, go to arbitration.

As noted, supra, while a court can and will compel a patentee to arbitrate, there is no legal way to compel an implementer who wants to resolve the question in court to go to arbitration if they refuse. But what SSOs can and

85. Id. at 1038.
86. Id.
88. Supra Section I.C.1.
should do in that situation is release the patentee from the FRAND commitment not to seek an injunction. An implementer who wants to challenge the validity or infringement of the patents is free to do so in court, but if they are not willing to pay a FRAND royalty, they shouldn’t benefit from the patentee’s forbearance in seeking damages and injunctive relief. That won’t make declaratory judgments of invalidity impossible, but should make them rare.

Implementers may try a different strategy: agree to arbitration, pay the royalty set by the arbitrator, and then file suit later to try to invalidate the patent. Under MedImmune v. Genentech, licensees have the power to go to court to challenge the validity of a patent even if they promised in the license agreement they wouldn’t. In effect, they can take advantage of the patentee’s license offer and still challenge the validity of the patent without fear of consequences—at least, consequences for that license deal. The same is true today with standard-essential patents: an implementer that takes a license to a standard-essential patent is free to challenge the validity of that patent by declaratory judgment in court, or to seek reexamination of the patent in the PTO.

Reasonable minds can differ on the wisdom of this rule. It encourages challenges to validity, which are public goods that might otherwise be undersupplied by settlements. But the rule also makes it harder to achieve finality. In any event, two things may make such challenges less important under our approach. First, the FRAND rate negotiated or set by arbitration applies to all of the essential patents owned by an SSO participant. A declaration that a particular patent is invalid may not benefit an implementer much if the rest of the portfolio remains untouched. Second, under our approach, the arbitrator’s award is based on an ex ante probabilistic assessment of the

90. For discussion of ways patentees may be able to punish efforts by licensees to challenge patents, see Michael Risch, Patent Challenges and Royalty Inflation, 85 IND. L.J. 1003 (2010). For limits on no-challenge clauses, see, for example, Rates Technology Inc. v. Speakeasy, Inc., 685 F.3d 163 (2d Cir. 2012).
91. See MedImmune, 549 U.S. at 133, 137; In re Baxter Intrl'l, Inc., 678 F.3d 1357, 1360, 1364–65 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
entire portfolio. That ex ante assessment necessarily assumes that some patents in the portfolio may be invalid or not infringed. So there is no reason that a subsequent finding of invalidity should change the reasonable royalty determination. Some SSOs may want to make this point explicitly in their IP rules by stating that FRAND rates established through arbitration remain in force regardless of the outcome (either way) of subsequent validity challenges to a subset of the patents in the portfolio.

Second, while *MedImmune* held that licensees could challenge validity, the same does not hold for defendants in a patent infringement suit who settle the suit by taking a license. Once a case is at issue, a settlement resolves the dispute with prejudice and the parties cannot reopen it. Suing a defendant and then settling, in other words, offers patentees a way around *MedImmune*. The same may be true of disputes resolved by arbitration, though the courts have not resolved this issue. If so, resolution of a legal dispute over the FRAND commitment by arbitration will bar further challenges to the validity of the patent, at least as they relate to that implementer practicing the patent to implement the standard. An implementer will always be able to seek ex parte reexamination of the patent, though not inter partes reexamination or post-grant opposition. But if they participate in the FRAND arbitration process, they are likely to be bound by the results.

C. CONFLICT BETWEEN JURISDICTIONS

Different jurisdictions have very different rules regarding injunctions. Germany and the U.S. International Trade Commission, for instance, grant injunctions on different terms than do the U.S. courts after *eBay*. As a result, some patentees have turned to courts that will automatically grant injunctions, even on FRAND-encumbered standard-essential patents. Implementers in turn have sought to prevent resort to these courts by a variety of means, including antitrust law and anti-suit injunctions. This competition between jurisdictions not only creates comity concerns, but also

95. 35 U.S.C. §§ 317, 329 (2012) (establishing that participants in inter partes reexamination and post-grant opposition must not have litigated the validity of the same patent before).
97. See, e.g., Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola, Inc., 696 F.3d 872, 879–80 (9th Cir. 2012) (describing Motorola’s suit against Microsoft in Germany for patent infringement in which Motorola sought—and was granted—an injunction).
raises questions about whether the patentee has impliedly licensed the implementer’s use, and how different jurisdictions treat implied licenses. All this becomes moot if the SSO rules are clarified as we propose. A patentee who has made a FRAND commitment has agreed to resolve all disputes via arbitration. Under U.S. law, that commitment can be enforced by sending the dispute to arbitration, regardless of where it arises.99

D. ANTITRUST

Another significant benefit of our approach is that it significantly reduces the need for antitrust litigation to effectuate meaningful FRAND commitments. Courts, commentators, and regulatory agencies have devoted quite a bit of attention to antitrust scrutiny of standard-essential patents over the past decade.100 Some of these cases have argued that seeking an injunction after making a FRAND commitment or failing to disclose a standard-essential patent constitutes monopolization (or attempted monopolization).101 Others have argued that SSOs create an unlawful buyer’s cartel by conspiring to fix royalty rates on a patent.102

Antitrust has an important role to play where SSOs do not set clear rules or set rules that can readily be gamed. Patentees who game those less-desirable rules by hiding information from the SSO,103 making unreasonable

99. Not all jurisdictions may have the same rules regarding arbitration. We think the U.S. law is particularly suitable to our approach, but we are not experts in foreign law. To ensure uniformity in implementing our approach, SSOs should specify the law that applies to the enforcement of the arbitration agreement. If they don’t and if a court in a foreign jurisdiction ignores the FRAND commitment and allows a suit for injunctive relief to proceed, the most the SSO can do is permit the implementer to engage in defensive suspension of the FRAND commitment with respect to its own patents.


102. See, e.g., HOVENKAMP ET AL., supra note 41, § 35.6 (collecting cases).

demands, or trying to avoid a FRAND commitment by selling the patents may face antitrust liability or other forms of government regulatory scrutiny. The SSO itself or its members may even face Sherman Act Section 1 antitrust exposure if the SSO rules are so vague as to facilitate patent holdup or a buyer’s cartel. Even if the standard overall is pro-competitive (that is, it generates consumer benefits), under a “least restrictive alternative” approach an SSO and its members may not be immune from antitrust scrutiny if the rules are significantly flawed in a way that creates market power for some of the members.

Under our approach, many of these issues should become moot, since the patentee cannot obtain an injunction (or transfer the patent to someone who can) against a willing licensee, and since competitors are not involved in jointly setting the reasonable royalty rate. If SSOs set clear, reasonable rules following the best practices we recommend, and parties follow those rules, there should be little or no need for antitrust to intervene. Indeed, even the risk of non-disclosure of a patent is lessened, since the patentee has committed to license its essential patents whether or not it discloses them. For the most part, the rules we have described are self-executing, meaning that even if a party tries to break the rules set by the SSO there still may be no need for antitrust to intervene. Thus, we suggest that parties who abide by these procedures—patentees, implementers, and the SSOs themselves—should be immune from antitrust liability for activities that merely follow those rules. They have entered into an arrangement that is on balance good for competition, one that allows patentees to receive reasonable royalties but prevents holdup and reduces the risk of monopolization by trickery.

The fact that antitrust remains a last resort available when SSOs don’t follow best practices may have two practical benefits, however. First, under our approach the promise of avoiding the risk of antitrust liability will be a powerful incentive for both SSOs and patent owners to adopt the best practices we propose. Second, the risk of antitrust liability may be relevant

105. N-Data, 2008 WL 4407246. N-Data was brought under the FTC’s section 5 authority, which applies where an unfair trade practice harms competition without necessarily rising to the level of an antitrust violation. Notably, only the FTC, not private parties, can enforce section 5. 15 U.S.C. § 45 (2012).
107. See Thomas F. Cotter, Reining in Remedies in Patent Litigation: Three (Increasingly Immodest) Proposals, 30 SANTA CLARA COMPUTER & HIGH TECH. L.J. (manuscript at 4) (forthcoming 2013) (arguing that FRAND royalties are properly resolved as a matter of patent, not antitrust law).
when an individual patentee wants to adopt best practices but the SSO governing the standard has not yet done so. We propose that a patentee that **unilaterally** commits to the FRAND procedures we describe here should be immune from antitrust liability for following these procedures.\(^{108}\) A patentee’s unilateral binding commitment to arbitration could be enforced whether or not it was elicited by an SSO. Thus, just as the prospect of antitrust immunity might lure SSOs to adopt best practices, it might also lure patentees to implement those practices even if the SSO has not done so. Given the large number of standard-essential patents based on preexisting standards,\(^{109}\) and given that SSOs tend to update their IP rules rather slowly,\(^{110}\) this is not a small matter.

### III. CONCLUSION

Most of the litigation and debate over the FRAND commitment is unnecessary. SSOs can and should adopt best practices that will prevent patentee holdup while ensuring that the question of the appropriate royalty is resolved in a fair and predictable way. True, there will still be hard questions to face, notably determining the appropriate royalty in the face of the complexities of modern technology. But we think the FRAND commitment should be understood to create a simple, binding commitment that allows the patent holders and willing licensees to resolve those difficult questions through baseball-style binding arbitration if they cannot come to terms on their own. Rarely will they need to go to court.

---

108. A patentee that acts unilaterally may reasonably worry more about reciprocity than those who act under the aegis of an SSO. Thus, a broader defensive suspension clause might be justifiable in this circumstance.


110. Compare Contreras, *supra* note 5, *with* Lemley, *SSOs, supra* note 3 (studying SSO policies ten years apart).